The following U.S. states, portions of states, and Canadian provinces are designated as CWD carcass-restriction zones.

- Any enclosure in North America intended to confine deer or elk
- Alberta (entire province)
- Colorado (entire state)
- Illinois (entire state)
- Iowa (entire state)
- Kansas (entire state)
- Maryland (Allegany County and from any enclosure intended to confine deer)
- Michigan (entire state)
- Minnesota (entire state)
- Missouri (entire state)
- Montana (entire state)
- Nebraska (entire state)
- New Mexico (entire state)
- New York (entire state)
- North Dakota (entire state)
- Oklahoma (entire state)
- Pennsylvania (entire state)
- Saskatchewan (entire province)
- South Dakota (entire state)
- Texas (entire state)
- Utah (entire state)
- West Virginia (Hampshire, Hardy, and Morgan Counties and from any enclosure intended to confine deer)
- Wisconsin (entire state)
- Wyoming (entire state)

A summary of state-by-state carcass transportation regulations is provided on the CWD Alliance website. Since these regulations are continually evolving, it is recommended that, before hunting, you check the CWD regulations in your home state, the state in which you will be hunting, and states in which you will travel through en route home from your hunting area.